
DINA International Steering Committee (ISC) 
Minutes - Google Hangouts Meeting 2015-06-10, 15:00-17:00 CEST (13:00-15:00 UTC/GMT) 
 

1. Election of a secretary for the meeting – Karin Karlsson 

2. Approval of the agenda 

3. Approval of the minutes of the previous meeting 

We decided to from now on high-light the decisions that are made during the meetings, ie to stick with 

Specify database model for now until we have a DINA collection manager and if needed we could change 

the Specify database model in future. 

4. DINA-TC (Technical Committee) follow-up: 

a. Coordination of the DINA-TC 

TC need a coordinator for communications between the TC and multi-place project. Karin Karlsson will 

be the ISC representative to keep the TC updated about requests and decisions made in the ISC. 

Markus Skyttner will be the coordinator of the TC and also the link from the TC to the ISC. 

b. DINA software licensing 

 Guidelines on how to deal with licenses. 

TC should provide a proposal on guidelines with suggestions or recommendations for licensing 

on DINA products for the ISC to take a decision on. 

 Recommendations and harmonization of UI etc. – guidelines needed here as well. 

 No sharing of EE software license – Urmas is working on it, the Taxonomy module will be under 

open licenses, but what about the rest of the PlutoF-system? Fredrik will contact Urmas in this 

matter.  

c. DINA data component Web API standard establishment 

Markus S: maybe the standard is a little bit too ambitious; we need to accept that we are already in the 

going. James: it is the baseline, we should have a “grandfathering approach” and try to meet the criteria 

with modules already in production, but new modules should be required to compile. Existing 

components need to catch up with this. For example the DINA Data tool and “Vegadare”   

The ISC endorsed version 1.0 of the DINA web API standard, minor revision should be accepted (Glen). 

d. DINA module map with Web service blueprints 

Module map on Github: Link 

No “blueprint” yet (blueprints=web apis) 

Markus S: Looking into Specify 7 web api – the right level for us? We could learn from them and also 

from the EE web API:s.  

e. “Road map” for the DINA collaboration 

Fredrik: question to the TC after guidelines for the licenses are ready, do you need information from the 

ISC to continue? Markus S: “Road maps” were abandoned 10-15 years ago. The giants, (Google etc) does 

no longer work with  “road maps”, projects need to be more agile today. “Road map” – means that you 

commit resources and make hard promises about future milestones, it is a coarse view. We should not 

commit to have something ready by for example Q1 for the world, but we need to have some kind of 

prediction. 

Another approach is to work with the module map – identify the modules that are mature enough to 

include them in the new collection manager ie Vegadare, SQDB DNA (also UI) and Media server. 

Task for TC: Develop and present a module map identifying modules that are mature enough to start 

use them in the first collection manager. 

f. DINA user  web interface standard 



Bootstrap 3 responsive design, css, fonts, ikons and logos that could be used to brand DINA. The DINA 

Collection Manager should be branded with DINA harmonized style. 

“DINA-web” repo is active and the content in the old repo “DINA-collections” will be moved to “DINA-

web” repo.  

g. Module progress: 

DINA media server: DINA compliant, in the process of integrating it with the Naturalist. 

DINA Data Tool: progress, DINA compliance. Good feedback from SE both developers and users.  

DINA taxonomy module: requirements revision, review and quality control. The module is packaged as a 

Vagrant project similar to the other DINA virtual appliances. Kessy and Markus have created a load script 

for data. Urmas: have an user interface already for taxonomy module using Ember JS, same as Vegadare. 

DINA user management module: single sign-on, authentication, permissions, roles etc across DINA 

modules. Markus: The Canadian team showed some interest in this last year. James: we are sort of short 

of resources at the moment.  

h. Any other business from DINA-TC 

James: Face-to-face meeting DINA? Karin has asked Nikolaj to host the next DINA/EUBON meeting in 

Copenhagen and Nikolaj has kindly accepted. Karin will send out a Doodle for suggestion for dates in 

October/November. 

i. Brief reports from members of the consortium: 

Berlin - introduced a series of regular Specify 6 training (2 sessions, 3 hours each) in order to roll out the 

Specify 6 expertise in our institution in a broader manner. We have also tested the Specify data portal 

(see http://coll.mfn-berlin.de/portal/Mammalia; e.g. search for the genus "Canis" and view the map).  

Copenhagen - Stockholm visit and demo of the DINA Data Tool. We are rolling out Specify, both in 

Copenhagen and in the rest of Denmark. We are at the moment having some issues with the IT 

department that needs to be cleared in order to move the project forward. 

Edinburgh - not present. 

Ottawa - Loosing Chris Lewis, he is going to be programmer in the Amazon group, Vancouver. We also 

lost Glenn, who took an active role in the development of the DINA web API standard. Glen is still in 

government, Forestry. SeqDB – making ourselves compliant with the web API:s. CC and license battles 

ongoing. Good momentum, but struggling to get the work done. By fall we will have more resources, but 

can dedicate 50% developer for DINA work now. 

Stockholm - Migrations continues, currently finishing up Geology and Mineralogy, working on Botany and 

Zoology (mammals and birds). We have started in May with Gothenburg Zoology, Mineralogy. Been busy 

with the packaging DINA Virtual appliances and DINA workshops with the users to start to define 

specifications for a new web user interface. 

SeIBER application Swedish Research Council single bioinformatics infrastructure which is covering GBIF, 

Swedish LifeWatch, CanMove, Wram (monitoring wildlife), DINA and Digitization of Natural History 

collections and DNA. We will get a preliminary answer in November. 

Tartu – have been very busy all spring with migration of data to the new Pluto-F system but will have 

more time from now on to work with DINA related issues. 

j. Any other business: 

DINA poster to the TDWG meeting in Nairobi, content will be discussed at the next TC meeting. 

Morphbank - during TDWG 2014 Greg Riccardi agreed on a to-do list were he promised to update the 

code base. Fredrik will check status with Ingimar Erlingsson and/or Greg Riccardi. 

Next meeting - DINA ISC 2 of September 15-17 (13-15 UTC) 

http://coll.mfn-berlin.de/portal/Mammalia

